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Gentlefolk - Awkward
 
Verse:  Am   G#m   Gm   G#m   Am  
  
  Am                    G#m   Gm
  Hey, you, what you re gonna do
  after doing what you wanted to?

          G#m   Am       usw...
  Are you gonna try to forget the one you are
  and wanna be who you used to be?
  You changed yourself to someone else
  you re even afraid of.
  Hey, you, it s time to find your way... today.

Chorus:   Em   G   D

  No matter whom you tell it,
  no matter what they say,
  you gotta stand all over that
  to keep your dignity ahead.
  Maybe you re different and they re scared
  but I don t think that you should care,
   cause you are not the only one.

Verse: Am    G#m   Gm   G#m   Am   

  Hey, you, 
  guess you should leave this place
  if you wanna find yourself.
  Go to somewhere new,
  a bigger place than this,
  to make your experience.
  You have to try and try and try and try,
  if you know what I mean.
  Hey, you, it ll bring you closer to your way... someday.

Bridge:   (Steffen alleine)

  World seems to fall apart
  for you and for me
  if you won t change yourself
  to who you re supposed to be.
  Think I m gonna be afraid 
  if you ll start thinking  bout me.



Verse: Am    G#m   Gm   G#m   Am 

  Hey, you,
  I think I finally found the reason why you changed yourself.
  Maybe it s  cause you
  hadn t had a romance with someone who knows about.
  Behind such fog
  you might find another person,
  can you see the shimmering light?
  Hey, you are at the tunnel s end, my friend.

Chorus:(x2) Em   G   D  

  No matter whom you tell it,
  no matter what they say,
  you gotta stand all over that
  to keep your dignity ahead.
  Maybe you re different and they re scared
  but I don t think that you should care,
   cause you are not the only one.


